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ABSTRACT

This work addresses expressive queries over encrypted data by presenting the first systematic study of multi-attribute range search on a symmetrically encrypted database outsourced to an honest-but-curious server. Prior work includes a thorough analysis of single-attribute range search schemes (e.g. Demertzis et al. 2016) and a proposed high-level approach for multi-attribute schemes (De Capitani di Vimercati et al. 2021). We first introduce a flexible framework for building secure range search schemes over multiple attributes (dimensions) by adapting a broad class of geometric search data structures to operate on encrypted data. Our framework encompasses widely used data structures such as multi-dimensional range trees and quadtrees, and has strong security properties that we formally prove. We then develop six concrete highly parallelizable range search schemes within our framework that offer a sliding scale of efficiency and security tradeoffs to suit the needs of the application. We evaluate our schemes with a formal complexity and security analysis, a prototype implementation, and an experimental evaluation on real-world datasets.
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1 INTRODUCTION

With the rise of cloud services, there is a growing need for schemes that support complex privacy-preserving queries. In this paper, we study the security of schemes that support range-queries over multi-attribute data. We consider a two party setting in which a client outsources their data to a cloud provider. The server is untrusted and assumed to be an honest-but-curious (or passive persistent) adversary, and the client wishes to query their data privately. This threat model is standard in the encrypted database literature and enables us to model the scenario where the adversary cannot actively interfere with the protocol, but has knowledge of past queries and their responses. One solution is to use strong cryptographic primitives like fully-homomorphic encryption [23] or oblivious RAM [25]. While they offer the best security, these solutions are not yet practical. As an alternative, solutions have been proposed using searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) (see, e.g., [7–11, 13, 24, 36–38, 53, 55, 61]). SSE schemes offer the following tradeoff: in exchange for efficiency they reveal some well-defined information, or leakage, about the queries and underlying data.

Existing efficient schemes support range queries on single-attribute (1D) data or lack formal leakage analysis. In this paper, we present the security of a broad class of schemes that support range queries over multi-attribute data. We first give a general framework for building such schemes and give a security proof for all schemes that fit this framework. The schemes from prior work most related to those developed within our framework are by Demertzis et al. [14, 15], who present 1D range schemes with storage and security trade-offs, and by Faber et al. [19], who build on the SSE scheme in [10] to support 1D range, substring, wild-card, and phrase queries. We extend these schemes to support multi-attribute range queries, formalize the leakage of our schemes, and evaluate our schemes using real-world datasets. Our work is the first to systematically study schemes for encrypted range search on more than two attributes.

At a high level, our framework operates by decomposing the multi-dimensional domain \( D \) into subranges. Given a database over domain \( D \), each subrange can be mapped to the corresponding set of records with values in that subrange. The resulting map can then be encrypted using a standard SSE (e.g. [10]). The schemes within our framework are highly parallelizable and updates can be supported by batching updates as done in [14].

Our work systematizes the construction of schemes that support private range queries. For our concrete schemes, we opted for data-independent data structures – such as balanced range trees – since this prevents the adversary from inferring information about the data distribution from the underlying data structure. This is a consequence of the fact that leakage mitigation and scheme efficiency are fundamentally at odds with each other; that said, our framework encompasses a wide range of classical data structures including data-dependent data structures such as \( kd \)-trees.

In our work, we address a number of challenges from phenomena that arise only in multiple dimensions, also known as the curse of dimensionality. Classic range-supporting data structures in multiple dimensions are significantly more complex than their 1D variants. Extending such data structures and their range covering algorithms to better suit the encrypted setting requires new techniques.

Despite a large body of work on SSE-based range schemes spanning 7 years and dating back to 2015 [19], there are only a handful of papers on 2D schemes, and none in higher dimensions (see Section 1.1). We present the first concrete SSE range schemes over multiple dimensions, providing a number of efficiency and security trade-offs. We give a thorough performance and leakage analysis of our schemes, thus aiding practitioners to make informed choices in the deployment of encrypted range search based on the application context and risk assessment. Our schemes are rooted in classic data structures that are well studied, optimized, efficient, extendable to other query types, and easily implementable.
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1.1 Prior and Related Work

Schemes. Order preserving encryption (OPE) supports range queries by enabling order comparisons of the underlying plaintexts without decrypting. However, OPE schemes have been shown vulnerable to several leakage abuse attacks [4, 17, 30, 52]. SSE leaks strictly less than order preserving encryption, and a number of range schemes using SSE have also been suggested (e.g., [14, 19, 33, 66]). SSE achieves its efficiency by using light-weight cryptographic primitives like pseudorandom functions (PRFs) and hash functions.

Several SSE schemes have been developed for single-attribute (1D) range queries on encrypted databases (see, e.g., [33, 35, 59, 66]) and for a comparative evaluation of secure range schemes see [6]. The schemes most related to those developed within our framework are by Demertzis et al. [14, 15], who present 1D range schemes with storage and security trade-offs, and by Faber et al. [19], who extend the SSE scheme in [10] to support range, substring, wild-card, and phrase queries. Both works build a binary tree on the domain, build an index based on this tree, and then use a black-box SSE scheme to encrypt the index. Bogatov et al. [5] present a differentially private solution that combines oblivious RAM and differentially private sanitizers to mitigate leakage. Wang and Chow [65] describe a framework for range-supporting schemes, however, they do not prove different properties of different range covering schemes as we do here. They then describe two forward-secure, dynamic schemes for 1D range queries. Falzon et al. [20] sketch out what we refer to as the quadratic scheme, however, this scheme is inefficient and does not scale well to higher dimensions.

De Capitani di Vimercati et al. [16] propose to index multi-dimensional symmetrically encrypted data by recursively partitioning records into boxes, thus taking steps toward a general scheme. However, their approach doesn’t fall into the standard SSE definition [13]. Also, they do not provide a formal leakage analysis. Thus, we do not include [16] in our comparison with prior work. Additional prior work on multi-attribute range query schemes does not use symmetric encryption: Shi et al. [60] and Wang et al. [64] use public-key cryptography, whereas Kermanshahi et al. [41] use homomorphic encryption to support multi-attribute range queries however they leak significantly more than schemes built on SSE.

Leakage Abuse Attacks. Common types of SSE scheme leakage are access pattern (the adversary can identify the encrypted records in each response), volume pattern (the adversary can observe the number of encrypted records in each response), and search pattern (the adversary can determine if two issued queries are equal). Database reconstruction attacks have been presented against schemes supporting 1D range queries. The first such attack by Kellaris et al. [40] was followed by more efficient attacks for one-dimensional range queries using access (e.g., [28, 43, 46, 50]) and volume pattern (e.g., [27, 31, 44]). Two attack works on generic two-dimensional (2D) or two-attribute database reconstruction have also been presented [20, 49] using access and search pattern leakage.

1.2 Contributions

New challenges arise in higher dimensions due to increased structural complexity and addressing them requires fundamentally new techniques, including formalizing the leakage and developing data structures that can efficiently support range queries in the encrypted setting. One such problem we address is extending the standard quadtree to a novel tree data structure with a provable reduction in the number of false positives.

We introduce a general framework for building private range search schemes by adapting a broad class of geometric search data structures (e.g. range trees and quadtrees) to operate on encrypted data. Our schemes reduce a range query to a set of queries on an underlying encrypted multimap. We provide a generic security proof for any scheme derived from our framework (Section 3).

We then present six concrete range search schemes that fit within our framework and support queries on multiple attributes. The schemes offer a sliding scale of efficiency and security tradeoffs to suit the needs of the application (Table 1 and Section 4). One scheme reduces range queries to point queries. Three schemes are based on the range tree and build upon the 1D schemes by Demertzis et al. [14, 15] and by Faber et al. [19]. One is based on the 2D quadtree [22], another fundamental spatial search data structure. The last scheme uses a novel data structure that is based on the quadtree and is designed to reduce the number of search tokens needed. These range-search data structures are best used for a small number of attributes, and even in the plaintext setting, alternative approaches (e.g., project to one-dimension and filter the results [3]) should be used to handle higher dimensional data.

Our schemes employ range covering methods that reduce the given range query to a set of precomputed queries whose answers are stored in the multimap, extending to multiple dimensions the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Query Size</th>
<th>Resp. Size</th>
<th>Storage Size</th>
<th>Dim.</th>
<th>Token Co-occurred</th>
<th>False Pos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range Tree  [19]</td>
<td>log R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>♢</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quadratic [14]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n²</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>♣</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant [14]</td>
<td>log R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-URC [14]</td>
<td>log R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-BRC [14]</td>
<td>log R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tdag-SRC [14]</td>
<td>1 + R</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range-URC</td>
<td>log⁴ R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log⁴ m</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range-BRC</td>
<td>log⁴ R</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log⁴ m</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad-BRC</td>
<td>m⁴</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tdag-SRC</td>
<td>1 + R</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qdag-SRC</td>
<td>1 + R²</td>
<td>m + n log m</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>○</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of selected non-interactive range search schemes from [14] and [19] with our schemes (bold). We assume that all schemes are instantiated using an EMM or SSE scheme that hides access pattern and leaks search and volume pattern. We show the asymptotic complexity of the schemes. Notation: range size R, result size r, database size n, domain size m, number of dimensions (query attributes) d. We evaluate the security of the schemes based on token co-occurrences (reduce security) and false positives (increase security). Notation for token co-occurrences: ♢ high; ○ none. Note that the query size for Quad-BRC is worst-case.
A PRF should be indistinguishable from random functions to any polynomial-time adversary with all but negligible probability. Let \( \mathcal{F} \) be an \( (\ell, M) \)-secure PRF family and \( \mathcal{A} \) be an \( \ell \)-adversary. We consider the \( \mathcal{F} \)-based encryption scheme \( \mathcal{E} \) which consists of an encryption algorithm \( \mathcal{E}(\cdot, \cdot) \) and a decryption algorithm \( \mathcal{D}(\cdot, \cdot) \). We say \( \mathcal{E} \) is \( \ell \)-secure if \( \mathcal{A} \) cannot distinguish \( \mathcal{E} \) from the ideal encryption scheme \( \mathcal{I} \) with non-negligible probability for any message length \( \ell \) and any message \( \text{poly}(\ell) \).

\section{EMM Definition and Security Model}

EMM scheme syntax. Our range search schemes on encrypted data are built using an encrypted multimap (EMM) scheme in a generic manner. A multimap is a map that takes labels from a label space \( L \) to sets of values from a value space \( V \) i.e. \( \text{MM} : L \mapsto 2^V \cup \{\perp\} \) where \( \perp \) indicates an uninitialized value. Given a multimap \( \text{MM} \), we denote the set of values associated to label \( l \) as \( \text{MM}(l) \).

Definition 1 (11). An encrypted multimap scheme (EMM) is a tuple of algorithms \( \Sigma = (\text{Setup}, \text{Query}, \text{Eval}, \text{Result}) \), where

- \( \Sigma.\text{Setup} \) (probabilistic) takes a security parameter and a multimap, and returns a secret key and an encrypted multimap.
- \( \Sigma.\text{Query} \): takes a key and label, and returns a search token.
- \( \Sigma.\text{Eval} \): takes an encrypted multimap and a search token, and returns a ciphertext.
- \( \Sigma.\text{Result} \): takes a key and a ciphertext, and returns a set of values.

Our label space \( L \) is the set of possible ranges over the desired domain, and the value space \( V \) is the set of possible record values, i.e. \( \{0, 1\}^d \). We use the terms SSE and EMM interchangeably.

EMM security model. The security of EMMs is traditionally proven using the real-ideal paradigm [11]. The definition of adaptive security for an EMM scheme \( \Sigma \) is parameterized by a leakage function \( \mathcal{L}_\Sigma = (\mathcal{L}_S^\Sigma, \mathcal{L}_Q^\Sigma) \) which describes the exact information that a passive adversary may learn about the underlying database. In particular, \( \mathcal{L}_S^\Sigma \) captures the leakage at setup and \( \mathcal{L}_Q^\Sigma \) captures the leakage when a sequence of queries is issued. Using this security framework, we refer to an \( \ell \)-adaptively \( (\mathcal{L}_S^\Sigma, \mathcal{L}_Q^\Sigma) \)-secure EMM scheme. The goal is to prove that the EMM scheme is indistinguishable from an ideal setting in which an algorithm simulates the response of the setup and query algorithms using only the leakage. Adaptive security of an EMM scheme is formally defined below.

Definition 2. Let \( \Sigma = (\text{Setup}, \text{Query}, \text{Eval}, \text{Result}) \) be an EMM scheme and let \( \mathcal{L}_\Sigma = (\mathcal{L}_S^\Sigma, \mathcal{L}_Q^\Sigma) \) be a tuple of stateful algorithms. For distinct algorithms \( \mathcal{A}, \mathcal{S}, \) and \( \mathcal{C} \), we describe two experiments below.

\[ \text{Real}_{\mathcal{A}}^\Sigma(\ell^d) \]

1. The adversary \( \mathcal{A} \) selects a multimap \( \text{MM} \) and gives it to the challenger \( \mathcal{C} \).

2. The challenger \( \mathcal{C} \) runs the setup algorithm with \( \ell^d \) and \( \text{MM} \) as input, \( (K, \text{EMM}) \leftarrow \Sigma.\text{Setup}(\text{MM}) \). The challenger \( \mathcal{C} \) sends the encrypted multimap \( \text{EMM} \) to the adversary \( \mathcal{A} \).

3. \( \mathcal{A} \) adaptively chooses labels \( l_1, \ldots, l_{\text{poly}(\ell)} \) for each label \( l_i \) the adversary sees the token \( t_i \leftarrow \Sigma.\text{Query}(K, l_i) \).

4. \( \mathcal{A} \) eventually outputs a bit \( b \in \{0, 1\} \).
Ideal\textsuperscript{S}$\,_{\text{MM}}^\Sigma(1^k)$
(1) The adversary $A$ selects a multimap $MM$ and sends $MM$ to challenger $C$. $C$ sends $L_X^\Sigma(\text{MM})$ to the simulator $S$.
(2) The simulator $S$ generates an encrypted multimap $EMM$ and gives it to the adversary $A$.
(3) $A$ adaptively chooses labels $\ell_1, \ldots, \ell_{poly(\lambda)}$; for each label $\ell_i$, $C$ gives $L_X^\Sigma(\text{MM}, \ell_i)$ to $S$, and $S$ outputs a token $t_i$ to $A$.
(4) $A$ eventually outputs a bit $b \in \{0, 1\}$.

Scheme $\Sigma$ is adaptively $L_X^\Sigma$-secure if for all polynomial-time adversaries $A$, there exists a poly-time simulator $S$ such that:

$$|\Pr[\text{Real}_A^\Sigma(1^k) = 1] - \Pr[\text{Ideal}_A^\Sigma_S(1^k) = 1]| \leq \text{negl}(\lambda).$$

Formalizing leakage $EMMs$ are parameterized by different leakage functions, which output information about the underlying data structure and its contents. Below, we define two common leakage functions of $EMM$ schemes relevant to this work. Let $MM$ be a multimap with label space $L$ and volume space $V$.

- The search pattern reveals when two queries are equal. It takes as input a multimap $MM$ and a label $\ell \in L$, and outputs an ID. Without loss of generality we assume a 1-to-1 correspondence between range queries and identifiers: $SP(MM, \ell) \leftrightarrow i \in [\ell]$. $V$.

- The volume pattern of a label $\ell$ reveals the number of records in $MM[\ell]$: $Vol(MM, \ell) = |MM[\ell]|$.

In this paper we assume that the underlying $EMM$ scheme is response-hiding. Attacks on multi-dimensional range queries have leveraged access and search pattern [20, 49], and we thus chose an underlying $EMM$ scheme that does not leak access pattern.

2.3 REMM Definition and Security Model

Definition 3. A range encrypted multimap scheme is a tuple of four algorithms $REMM = (\text{Setup}, \text{Query}, \text{Eval}, \text{Result})$. The syntax of the algorithms is defined as those in Definition 1 with the following two changes:

- REMM.Setup takes as input a security parameter $1^k$ and a database $D$ and outputs a key $K$ and an encrypted database $EMM$.
- REMM.Query takes as input a key $K$ and a range query $q$ on the domain of $D$ and outputs a token $t$.

In order to support range queries, we take the label space of the underlying multimap to be the set of all possible range queries and the value space to be the set of all possible records.

For correctness we require that for all $d$-dimensional databases $D$ with domain $D$, all $d$-dimensional range queries $q$ over $D$, and all security parameters $1^k$, we have $\{D[x] : x \in q\} \subseteq V$, where $(K, EMM) \leftarrow \text{REMM.Setup}(1^k, D)$, $t \leftarrow \text{REMM.Query}(K, q)$, $C \leftarrow \text{REMM.Eval}(E MM, t)$, and $V \leftarrow \text{REMM.Eval}(K, C)$.

REMM security model. We extend the security model in [14] to encrypted multidimensional range schemes with games $\text{Real}_{A, S}^{\text{REMM}}$ and $\text{Ideal}_{A, S}^{\text{REMM}}$. They are identical to the game in Definition 2 except that in step (1) the adversary selects a multi-attribute database $D$ on domain $D$, in step (2) the adversary selects a polynomial number of range queries on the domain $D$, and $S$ is replaced by an encrypted multi-dimensional range scheme $REMM$. The adaptive security of $REMM$ schemes is defined analogously to Definition 2.

3 GENERIC FRAMEWORK

We now present a framework for building range encrypted multimap schemes from data structures for multidimensional range search based on a search DAG. This framework generalizes many 1D range schemes and captures commonly used data-structures for range search such as range-trees, kd-trees, and quad-trees. These schemes provide a variety of trade-offs with respect to query size, response size, storage, and security. We introduce the family of range-supporting data structures and explain how to build an encrypted index from a data structure in this family. This framework allows us to characterize entire classes of schemes. Furthermore, we are able prove the properties of DAGs and range covers that are necessary to guarantee e.g. that the response has no false positives.

Definition 4. A range supporting data structure for a database $D$ with domain $D$ is a pair $(G, RC)$, where:

(i) $G$ is a connected directed acyclic graph (DAG).
(ii) Each vertex $v$ of $G$ corresponds to a range on domain $D$, which we denote as $v.range$ and refer to as a canonical range.
(iii) $G$ has a single source vertex $s$ whose range is the entire domain, i.e., $s.range = D$. For each non-sink (non-leaf) vertex $v$ of $G$, we have $v.range = \bigcup_{w \in w \in G.v.range} w.range$.
(iv) $RC$, called range covering algorithm, is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input DAG $G$ and a range query $q$ on domain $D$, and returns a subset $W$ of vertices of $G$, called a cover of range $q$, such that the union of the canonical ranges of $W$ includes range $q$, i.e., $q \subseteq \bigcup_{w \in W} w.range$.

A range-supporting data structure can be used to perform range queries by precomputing and storing the responses to all the canonical ranges of the scheme. To perform a range query $q$, we use the range covering function to find a cover $W$ of $q$, retrieve the responses to the canonical queries for the nodes of $W$, and return their union as the response to $q$.

The response to a range query $q$ may have false positives, i.e., points of the database outside of range $q$, which will have to be filtered out to obtain the exact response. To avoid false positives, we use a data structure where the cover $W$ returned by the range covering function is such that the union of the canonical ranges of $W$ is equal to range $q$, i.e., $q = \bigcup_{w \in W} w.range$.

The classic 1D range tree with the best range cover (Algorithm 1) is an example of a range-supporting data structure without false positives. The theorem below gives a necessary condition for a range-supporting data structure to be without false positives.

Theorem 1. Let $(G, RC)$ be a range supporting data structure for a domain $D$ such that the answer to any range query has no false positives. Then, for every domain point $x \in D$, there is a node $v$ of $G$ with canonical range $v.range = x$.

For any DAG, there is a trivial range cover that returns the source node of the DAG for every query, i.e., the cover consisting of the entire domain. In general, this algorithm will cause false positives. To avoid false positives one needs to use a cover with multiple nodes. When the DAG is a tree, $\ell$, whose leaves are associated with the domain points (Theorem 1) and for each internal node $v$, the canonical ranges of the children of $v$ are a partition of $v.range$. Algorithm 1, the best range cover (BRC), produces a cover of the query range with the minimum number of nodes (see Figure 2).
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**Algorithm 1: BRC (T, q, v)**

1. // Invoked with BRC(T, q, s), where s is the root (source) of T
2. Label v as explored
3. W ← ∅
4. if v.range ⊆ q then
5. W ← {v}
6. else
7. if v.range ∩ q ≠ ∅ then
8. for (a, w) ∈ T and w is not labeled as explored do
9. W ← W ∪ BRC(T, q, w)
10. return W

**Algorithm 2: SRC (G, q, v)**

1. // Invoked with SRC(G, q, s), where s is the source of G
2. Label v as explored
3. cand ← null
4. if q ⊆ v.range then
5. cand ← v
6. for (a, w) ∈ G and w is not labeled as explored do
7. {t} ← SRC(G, q, w)
8. if |t.range| < |cand.range| then
9. cand ← t
10. return {cand}

**Theorem 2.** Let (T, BRC) be a range-supporting data structure whose DAG is a tree T such that

1. the canonical range of the leaves (sinks) of T are in 1-1 correspondence with the domain points x ∈ D;
2. for each internal node v of T, the canonical ranges of the children of v are a non-trivial partition of the canonical range of v, i.e., v.range = ∪ {(a, w) ∈ T | w.range} and ∩ (a, w) ∈ T w.range = ∅.

Then for any range query q, the cover returned by BRC has no false positives and is unique and minimal (i.e., smallest number of nodes).

**Corollary 1.** Let (T, BRC) be a range-supporting data structure whose DAG is a tree T such that only (2) holds. For any range query q that is the union of canonical ranges of leaves, the cover returned by BRC has no false positives and is the unique minimal cover.

Observe that for queries of the same size, BRC can produce covers of different sizes (see Figure 2). Cover size may reveal some information about the location of the queried range. Kiyas et al. [42] introduce the notion of a uniform range cover (URC) to resolve this problem by making the size of the tokenset depend only on the size of the range, and not on its location in the domain. Let URC denote the uniform range cover algorithm for 1D ranges from [42]. It takes as input a 1D range tree GRT, a range query q, and the source node of s, and returns the uniform range cover of q in GRT. One way to compute URC on q is to compute the best range cover of q and then decompose the cover’s nodes into their children until the desired number of nodes is reached.

When false positives are acceptable in the query answer, it may be desirable to have a cover consisting of a single node, which is accomplished by Algorithm 2, called single range cover (SRC).

**Theorem 3.** Let (G, SRC) be a range-supporting data structure. For any range query q, the cover v returned by SRC minimizes the number of domain points of the cover outside of q, i.e. the number of potential false positives.

The theorem can be proven by showing that at the end of every iteration, cand (Algorithm 2) is a cover of q that minimizes the number of false positives. The proof can be found in the full version.

Since many different domain-dependent data structures can be encoded as a DAG with the properties of Definition 4, we develop a generic scheme that supports range queries given any range-supporting data structure and which makes black box use of an SSE scheme. We give implementation details of the SSE scheme in Section 3.3 and describe our generic scheme below.

Given a range-supporting data structure (G, RC) for a database D over domain D, a range encrypted multimap scheme can be derived as follows. The client initializes a multimap MM and for every node v of G sets MM[v.range] ← {D[x] : x ∈ v.range}.

The resulting multimap is encrypted using the underlying EMM scheme and outsourced to the server. To perform a range query q, the client computes RC(G, q) to obtain a cover W of q. Using the underlying EMM scheme, the client computes search token t_w for the canonical range w.range of each node w ∈ W. This set of tokens t is permuted to remove any ordering information stemming from the range covering algorithm. The set t is then sent to the server, who then retrieves the corresponding encrypted sets of records (i.e., the encrypted responses for the canonical ranges) and returns them to the client. **Generic range encrypted multimap scheme**

**GenericRS** (1^3, D, D, Σ, (G, RC)) is formally described in Figure 1.

### 3.1 Security

Our generic range encrypted multimap scheme built from a range-supporting data structure leaks the size of the domain and the total size of the entries stored in the EMM. For each query, it leaks the tokenset and the sizes of the partial responses of each token. Thus, this scheme gives rise to an additional leakage resulting from the
chosen DAG and range covering scheme. As one of the contributions of this work, we extend the notion of “partitioning” of IDs from Demertzis et al. [14], which refers specifically to the 1D range tree scheme with an underlying EMM scheme that leaks search and access pattern, and introduce structure pattern leakage, a general and broadly applicable characterization of leakage from queries in arbitrary dimensions on a scheme instantiated with any range-supporting data structure \((G, RC)\) and any EMM scheme.

Definition 5. Let \((G, RC)\) be a range-supporting data structure for a \(d\)-dimensional database \(D\) with domain \(D\), let \(MM\) be the multimap resulting from GenericRS, and let \(S\) be the encrypted multimap scheme. Let \(s\) be the source node of \(G\). The structure pattern of a range query \(q\) is

\[
\text{Str}(D, q) \mapsto (\mathcal{L}_q^\Sigma(MM, v.range))_{v \in RC((G, q))}
\]

The leakage of GenericRS is characterized as follows.

Theorem 4. Given an adaptively secure EMM scheme \(\Sigma\) that leaks search pattern and volume pattern, and a range-supporting data structure \((G, RC)\) for a database \(D\) with domain \(D\) of size \(m\), the generic range encrypted multimap scheme GenericRS built from \(\Sigma\) and \((G, RC)\) is adaptively \(\Sigma\)-secure, where:

\[
\begin{align*}
L_S(D, D) &= L_S^\Sigma(MM) \\
L_Q(D, q^{(1)}, \ldots, q^{(t)}) &= (\text{Str}(D, q^{(i)}))_{i \in [t]}.
\end{align*}
\]

We prove this theorem using a standard hybrid argument. The goal is to find a sequence of games that starts in the real world and ends in the ideal world; there must be a polynomial number of such games in the sequence and they must all be indistinguishable from each other with all but negligible probability.

Proof. We construct a stateful simulator \(S\) for Setup and Query.

\(\text{EMM} \leftarrow S.\text{SimSetup}(1^k, L_S^\Sigma(MM))\)

1. Invoke the simulator of the underlying EMM scheme on \(L_S^\Sigma(MM)\) to initialize an encrypted multimap EMM.

2. Return EMM.

\(\text{Resp} \leftarrow S.\text{SimQuery}(1^k, \text{Str}(\text{Deq}(q^{(i)})))_{i \in [t]}\)

(1) Initialize an empty set Resp.

2. For each \(L_Q^\Sigma(MM, v.range)\) such that \(v \in \text{RC}(G, s, q^{(i)})\):

(a) Simulator \(S\) uses the RC algorithm and invokes the simulator of the EMM scheme \(\Sigma\) on \(L_Q^\Sigma(MM, v.range)\), obtains the response for \(v\).range and adds it to Resp.

It remains to show that for all probabilistic poly-time adversaries \(\mathcal{A}\), the probability \(\Pr[\text{Real}_{\mathcal{A}}^{\text{GenericRS}} = 1] \approx \Pr[\text{Ideal}_{\mathcal{A}}^{\text{GenericRS}} = 1]\) is negligibly small. We define the following two games and conclude with a hybrid argument.

\(\text{Hyb0}\): This is identical to \(\text{Real}_{\mathcal{A}}^{\text{GenericRS}}\).

\(\text{Hyb1}\): This is identical to \(\text{Hyb0}\) except that instead of invoking \(\Sigma.\text{Setup}\) and \(\Sigma.\text{Query}\) we invoke the simulator of the underlying EMM scheme.

\(\Pr[\text{Hyb0}] \approx \Pr[\text{Hyb1}]\) is negligibly small, otherwise the security of the underlying EMM scheme would be broken with non-negligible probability. Since the distribution of \(\text{Hyb1}\) is identical to \(\text{Ideal}_{\mathcal{A}}^{\text{GenericRS}}\) this concludes our proof. □

Note that the leakage of the generic scheme is heavily dependent on the DAG and range covering algorithm used.

3.2 Choosing the Data Structure

One important choice we made is using data-independent data structures. This stands in contrast to the long line of work that has developed more efficient data structures for plaintext databases, such as R-trees (e.g., [1, 2, 32, 39, 58]) and learned indexes (e.g., [45, 48, 57]). That said, the leakage profile of the generic scheme (GenericRS) is highly dependent on the underlying DAG and range covering algorithm. Using data-dependent data structures would inherently leak more information. For example, consider a 1D database \(D\) that can be more efficiently encrypted using a range-supporting data structure whose DAG is an unbalanced binary tree that decomposes each canonical range \([i, j]\) into subranges \([i, (j - i + 1)/2]\) and \([(j - i + 1)/2 + 1, j]\). If the adversary were able to infer the tree structure, then it would additionally learn something about the data distribution of the underlying records. Many private 1D range schemes opt for balanced range trees for this reason [14, 15, 19]. We leave open the question of reconciling the development of data-dependent data structures and leakage minimization.

3.3 Implementing an EMM

We instantiate our schemes with an EMM scheme. In our implementation, we use \(\Pi_{\text{bas}}\) from [9]. To query a label with \(\Pi_{\text{bas}}\), the client computes two per-label keys \(K_1 || K_2\) which are sent to the server as the search token. For each \(i \in [n]\) in increasing order, the server computes the PRF value \(F(K_1, i)\) and uses it to retrieve the corresponding encrypted value. The server then uses \(F(K_2, i)\) to decrypt the value which it then returns to the client. It increments \(i\) and repeats the look up until \(n\) is returned. We can turn this scheme into a response-hiding one with the following, simple modification: we instead use a separate key to encrypt the values. This key is kept private and the values are decrypted client-side.

Now, we can use the specific range-supporting data structure to create a plaintext multimap, which maps each canonical range to the records inside that range. This plaintext multimap is encrypted using an EMM scheme. Whenever the client issues a query, they use an appropriate range covering algorithm to determine which plaintext canonical ranges they need to query. Then, they can use the EMM scheme to compute search tokens and decrypt the result.

4 SCHEMES

We now give concrete examples of schemes that fit this framework; these schemes include generalizations of schemes presented in [14, 15] and [19]. All the schemes are instances of range encrypted multimap schemes based on range-supporting data structures presented in Section 3. The schemes support multidimensional range searches on \(d\) attributes. The first scheme we present is the Linear scheme, which provides optimal server storage at the expense of client bandwidth. In order to reduce the required bandwidth, we turn to classic data structures for geometric searching, specifically the range tree and the quadtree. Both data structures are an improvement upon the linear scheme’s bandwidth, and offer trade-offs for bandwidth and storage. In order to query our data structures,
we have developed the following multi-dimensional range covering techniques, extending 1D covers in novel ways: (i) Best Range Cover (BRC), which optimizes both required query bandwidth and false positives; (ii) Uniform Range Cover (URC), which in the 1D case, Demertzis et al. [14, 15] suggest is safer than BRC at a small bandwidth expense; and (iii) Single Range Cover (SRC), which is the most secure. Finally, we develop variations of our data structures to minimize the false positive rate when a SRC is used.

For completeness, we include the multi-dimensional Quadratic scheme in Table 1. This scheme comprises of a DAG whose nodes are in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all possible range queries, together with either BRC or SRC. While this scheme offers the best possible security, it also requires quadratic storage and hence we omit it from our formal analysis.

Following the notation used throughout the paper, we denote the database with \( D \) and the domain with \( \mathcal{D} \). We denote their sizes as \( n = |\mathcal{D}| \) and \( m = |\mathcal{D}| \). The number of domain points in a query range is referred to as \( \text{range size} \) and denoted with \( R \). The number database of records within a query range is referred to as \( \text{result size} \) and denoted with \( r \). In our schemes, a query is issued by the client to the server as a tokenset. We refer to the number of search tokens in the tokenset as the \( \text{query size} \). A response is returned by the server to the client as a collection of encrypted sets of records (one set per search token), whose total number of records is referred to as \( \text{response size} \). Note that the response size is equal to the result size plus the number of false positives returned.

### 4.1 Linear Scheme

We first present a simple scheme, called Linear, that offers the smallest storage at the expense of the least security.

The Linear scheme indexes each record by its domain value. Intuitively, every time the client wishes to query a range \( q \), they send a search token for every domain point of \( q \) to the server. Linear’s DAG, \( G_L \), is a star comprising a source \( s \) connected to \( m \) sinks. We have that \( s.\text{range} = \mathcal{D} \) and each sink \( v \) is associated with a distinct domain point \( x \in \mathcal{D} \) such that \( v.\text{range} = x \). For this scheme, the generic BRC algorithm takes \( O(m) \) time. To increase efficiency, we use the linear range covering algorithm (LRC), where in a pre-processing step, the sinks of \( G_L \) are stored in a \( d \)-dimensional array, \( V[\mathcal{D}] \), indexed by its domain point. We summarize the scheme and its complexity with the following theorem.

**Theorem 5.** Let \( G_L \) be the star DAG for a database \( D \) of size \( n \) on a \( d \)-dimensional domain \( \mathcal{D} \) of size \( m \), and let LRC be the linear covering algorithm defined above. Then \( G_L, \text{LRC} \) is a range-supporting data structure (Definition 4) and the range encrypted multimap scheme derived from it (Definition 5) uses space \( O(n + m) \). Also, a query with range size \( R \) and result size \( r \) has query size \( R \) and response size \( r \).

### 4.2 Range-BRC and Range-URC Schemes

In an effort to decrease the bandwidth of the linear scheme, we present Range-BRC and Range-URC based on the range tree [3].

The multi-dimensional range tree for \( d > 1 \) does not satisfy the properties of the tree in Theorem 2. The multi-dimensional range tree can be viewed as being composed of subtrees that subdivide the domain along different dimensions; these subtrees do satisfy the properties of Theorem 2. For example, note that the three children of the root in Figure 2 correspond to the ranges \( \{ab, cdfgh\}, \{ijkl, mn\}, \{abc'defgh, ijk\lmnop\} \) and query range \( q' = [3, 4] \times [2, 3] \) (in red) corresponds to cover \( \{wo, w2\} \). The queries have the same size, but correspond to best range covers of different sizes.

We thus design a best range cover for multi-dimensional range trees, Algorithm 3 (BRC\(_R\)), that calls BRC as a subroutine on these subtrees. In particular, as we traverse the subtrees starting from the root, we compute BRC of the range along the corresponding dimension; this cover corresponds to a collection of subtrees rooted at each vertex in the cover. We then recurse and apply BRC to each of these subtrees, until we reach the final set of subtrees that partition the range along the \( n \)-th dimension. For example, in Figure 2, we have query \( q'' = [3, 4] \times [2, 3] \). First, we find the best range cover in the bold tree, which corresponds to the range along the first dimension \([3, 4]\), which is node \((ijklmno)\). Then, we find the best range cover in the subtree branching off of \((ijklmno)\), which corresponds to the range along the second dimension \([2, 4]\), which is nodes \(w_0\) and \(w_2\).

**Theorem 6.** Let \( G_{RT} \) be a multi-dimensional range tree. For any range query \( q \), the cover returned by BRC\(_R\) has no false positives and is the unique minimal cover.

We can prove the statement inductively by showing that at the end of the \( i \)-th iteration, we have the best range cover of the first \( i \) dimensions of the queried range. The proof follows from standard methods in geometric search and can be found in the full version.

We extend the 1D URC algorithm to higher dimensions. Our uniform range cover algorithm for multi-dimensional range trees, denoted URC\(_R\), is identical to BRC\(_R\) except that on line 10, it calls URC as a subroutine instead of BRC (See Algorithm 3 for pseudocode).

**Theorem 7.** Let \( G_{RT} \) be a range tree on \([m_1] \times \cdots \times [m_d]\) and \( \sigma \) be any permutation on \([d]\). If \( q \) is a range query of size \( R = R_1 \times \cdots \times R_d \) and \( q' \) is a range query of size \( R = R_{\sigma(1)} \times \cdots \times R_\sigma(d) \), then their respective URC\(_R\) covers \( W \) and \( W' \) are such that \(|W| = |W'|\).

We recall that, given a 1D range tree \( G_{RT} \) on domain \([m]\), and range queries \( q \) and \( q' \) of the same size, then URC returns covers of
the same size for $q$ and $q'$ [42]. We prove Theorem 7 by extending the 1D version to multiple dimensions. The proof can be found in the full version. We now state and prove a theorem summarizing the complexity of the range tree scheme.

**Theorem 8.** Let $G_{RT}$ be the range tree for a database $D$ of size $n$ on a $d$-dimensional domain $D$ of size $m$, and let $BRC_{RT}$ and $URC_{RT}$ be the range covering algorithms defined in Section 4.2. We have that ($G_{RT}, BRC_{RT}$) and ($G_{RT}, URC_{RT}$) are range-supporting data structures (Definition 4) and the range encrypted multimap schemes derived from them (Definition 5) use space $O(n + m \log^d m)$. Also, a query with range size $R$ and result size $r$ has query size $O(\log^d R)$ and response size $r$.

### 4.3 Quad-BRC Scheme

We base our Quad-BRC scheme on the **region quadtree**. The client computes a region quadtree $G_{QT} = (V, E)$ on domain $D$. $G_{QT}$ is a $2^d$-ary tree with one source vertex $s \in V$ such that $s.range = D$. Each node $v \in V$ is associated with a $d$-dimensional hypercube $w.range$ and the canonical range of each child of $v$ corresponds to one of $2^d$ quadrants (or **orthants** in higher dimensions) of $v.range$. $G_{QT}$ will have $m$ leaves, which are in 1-1 correspondence with the domain values (see Figure 3).

To carry out a range query $q$ on the database the client computes the best range cover $BRC(G_{QT}, q, s)$. We now state and prove a theorem summarizing the complexity of Quad-BRC.

**Theorem 9.** Let $G_{QT}$ be the quadtree built over $d$-dimensional domain $D$ of size $m$ and let $BRC$ be the range covering algorithm defined in Algorithm 1. We have that ($G_{QT}, BRC$) is a range-supporting data structure (Definition 4). Also, to store a database of size $n$ on domain $D$, the range encrypted multimap scheme built from ($G_{QT}, BRC$) according to Theorem 4 uses space $O(m + n \log m)$ and has query token size $m^{d/4}$ and ciphertext response size $r$, where $r$ is the size of the plaintext query response.

### 4.4 Tdag-SRC Scheme

One downside of the previous schemes is that the client must often generate multiple search tokens. To overcome this, we consider **single range covers** that cover the range with only one node at the expense of false positives. Naively covering the range can result in a worst case false positive of $O(m)$ in both the range tree and quadtree constructions. Demertzis et al. propose injecting a small number of additional nodes into the range tree to create a **tree-like DAG** (TDAG) which reduces the false positive rate to $O(R)$.

To build a TDAG in one dimension, build a range tree over the domain $[m]$ and inject one extra node between every two nodes at every level of the tree. Then add edges from this node to the two nodes below it in the next level and add an edge from the node directly above in the previous level. Given a TDAG over domain $[m]$ and a range query $q \subseteq [m]$ of size $R$, there is a set of nodes that cover $q$ whose canonical ranges sum to size $O(R)$ [14].

We can extend this to multiple dimensions in the following manner. Let $D = [m_1] \times \cdots \times [m_d]$ be the domain. Build a range tree over $D$, then for each subtree on $[m_i]$ for $i \in [d]$, inject the nodes as described before (see Figure 4a). To issue a range query, the client uses Algorithm 2 (SRC).

**Corollary 2.** Given a TDAG constructed over the domain $D = [m_1] \times \cdots \times [m_d]$ and any range query $q \subseteq D$ of size $R$, there is a set of nodes in the TDAG that cover $q$ such that the size of their corresponding canonical ranges sum to $O(R)$.

A TDAG is only a constant factor larger than the original range trees and hence the storage requires $O(mn \log^d m)$ space. To query this scheme, the client generates a single search token, yielding a query complexity of 1. By Corollary 2, the total number of false positives for any given query is $O(R)$ where $R$ is the size of the query issued. We state and prove the following theorem summarizing the complexity of the Tdag-SRC scheme.

**Theorem 10.** Let $G_{TS}$ be the TDAG built over $d$-dimensional domain $D$ of size $m$ and let SRC be the single range covering algorithm defined in Algorithm 2. We have that ($G_{TS}, SRC$) is a range-supporting data structure (Definition 4). Also, to store a database of size $n$ on domain $D$, the range encrypted multimap scheme built from ($G_{TS}, SRC$) according to Theorem 4 uses space $O(m + n \log^d m)$ and has query token size $1$ and ciphertext response size $r + R$, where $r$ is the size of the plaintext query response and $R$ is the size of the queried range.

### 4.5 Qdag-SRC Scheme

We now present Qdag-SRC, which is derived from the quadtree, supports single range covers at the expense of $O(R^2)$ false positives, and also extends the one-dimensional TDAG scheme [14] to higher dimensions. The response size overhead is an inherent limitation of schemes that index the domain using only hypercubes.

Given a multi-dimensional database $D$ with domain $D$ we build the data structure the bottom up, starting with $m$ leaves corresponding to points of domain $D$. At level $j$ we add nodes for all hypercubes of size $2^{d-j}$ tiling the domain, as well as each of these hypercubes shifted by $2^{d-j-1}$ along each dimension. For each node
at level \( j \), we add directed edges to all nodes in level \( j - 1 \) which it covers. We recursively build the structure until we reach the (source) root node that corresponds to the entire domain. Each node \( v \) in this DAG is associated with a \( d \)-dimensional hypercube.

To execute a range query, the client computes its SRC cover. The Qdag-SRC scheme is illustrated in Figure 4b. Below we prove that the false positive rate is \( O(R^2) \) and the QDAG size is \( O(m) \).

**Lemma 1.** Given QDAG \( G_{QS} = (V, E) \) over domain \( D = [m_1] \times \cdots \times [m_d] \) and any range \( q \) in \( D \) of size \( R = R_1 \times \cdots \times R_d \), there exists a vertex \( v \in V \) such that \( q \subseteq v.\text{range} \) and \( v.\text{range} \) has size \( O(R^2) \).

**Lemma 2.** Let \( D \) be a database with \( n \) records and a domain \( \mathcal{D} \) of size \( m \). Then the size of the QDAG on \( D \) is \( O(m) \).

We summarize below the complexity of the Qdag-SRC scheme.

**Theorem 11.** Let \( G_{QS} \) be the QDAG for a database \( D \) of size \( n \) on a \( d \)-dimensional domain \( \mathcal{D} \) of size \( m \), and let SRC be the single covering algorithm defined in Algorithm 2. We have that \( (G_{QS}, \text{SRC}) \) is a range-supporting data structure (Definition 4) and the range encrypted multimap scheme derived from it (Definition 5) uses space \( O(m + n \log m) \). Also, a query with range size \( R \) and result size \( r \) has query size \( 1 \) and response size \( O(r + R^2) \).

5 PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY

5.1 Performance

Parallelization. Our schemes are highly parallelizable both at setup and at query time. Recall, that our framework decomposes the domain into subranges and then constructs a mapping from each subrange to its corresponding records. This map can be encrypted using an EMM scheme that supports parallel setup by partitioning the label-value pairs and encrypting each batch on a different core. Search can also be parallelized in two distinct ways. Given a collection of search tokens, we can process the search for each token using a different core. Furthermore, since each search token may correspond to multiple records, the search for each individual search token can also be parallelized, e.g. by selecting an SSE scheme that supports concurrent access requests [9, 37].

Complexity. Table 1 compares the schemes in this section. The Tdag-SRC and Qdag-SRC schemes have optimal query size but allow false positives. The other schemes avoid false positives but incur query size overhead. Notably, all the schemes have the same asymptotic storage and search time as their corresponding non-encrypted data structures. To achieve efficient client query time, the range cover algorithm builds the tokenset without instantiating the scheme’s DAG, which is implicitly defined by the parameters of the domain. Thus, we can assign IDs to the nodes of the DAG so that the ID of each node in the cover is computed in \( O(1) \) amortized time and space. Hence, the query time and space at the client is proportional to the query size (to generate the tokenset) plus the response size (to decrypt the received response). The query execution time at the server is also proportional to the query size plus the response size, since accessing the partial response associated with a token takes \( O(1) \) expected time with an efficient multimap implementation. The client space is \( O(1) \), plus \( O(\log^d m) \) temporary space for the Range-BRC and Range-URC schemes, and \( O(m^{d/2}) \) temporary space for the Quad-BRC scheme when a query is issued, and temporary space proportional to the response size when the response is received.

Extensions. Our work specifically addresses range queries, which can be viewed as conjunctions of predicates, each associated with a 1D range query. However, our techniques support a broader class of queries involving a combination of conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations of 1D queries over different subsets of attributes. For example, the client can represent the disjunction of two 1D range queries (or the negation of a 2D range query) as the disjunction of four 2D range queries, which can be executed by taking the union of the responses to four 2D range queries. The client can use our query algorithm to find the search tokens for such queries.

Using a classic result from Boolean algebra, an arbitrary query on a \( d \)-dimensional domain involving conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations of 1D ranges can be reduced to disjunctive normal form and performed by taking the union of the responses to a collection range queries on \( d \) attributes, each computed with our methods. This collection can be identified by the client without accessing the server. An interesting line of future work is to find an optimal query collection that minimizes the overall number of search tokens, a problem related to spatial query optimization (see, e.g., [34]). Prior work has explored SSE schemes with support for Boolean queries [10, 54]. Building such an index over each dimension to support Boolean queries over multi-attributes would result in a different leakage profile compared to that of our approach.

5.2 Security

The following theorem summarizes the leakage of our schemes.
We now discuss the relative security of our schemes, specifically focusing on the co-occurrence of search tokens of each scheme. Co-occurrence stemming from access pattern has been leveraged in prior attacks [20, 49]. In Table 1, we depict the number of token co-occurrences associated with our schemes and those of prior work. We assume that all schemes are instantiated using an EMM scheme that hides access pattern and leaks search pattern and volume pattern. We consider a passive persistent (also commonly referred to as an honest-but-curious) adversary, e.g. a curious server or a an eavesdropper that has compromised the communication channel. Such an adversary is strictly stronger than the snapshot attacker (another common academic threat model), that only gets a snapshot of the database at a particular point in time. Relevant work by Grubbs et al. [29] note that a persistent passive attacker is a better threat model for encrypted databases than a snapshot attacker, who cannot take into account past queries. Below, we extend previous approaches from attacks in 1D and 2D; these insights inform the security ranking of our schemes.

LINEAR SCHEME. When a client issues a query of size $R$, the adversary observes $R$ distinct search tokens; each associated with a domain point of the queried range. The structure pattern leaks the exact size of each queried range and the number of matching records. In contrast, given a scheme that leaks only access pattern, the adversary would be able to infer the number of records matching the query, but not the size of the query. Over multiple queries, the access pattern leaks the co-occurrence of encrypted records that match each query. The structure pattern also leaks co-occurrence information, as over multiple query response pairs, the same search token for a specific domain value can be observed. The search tokens in this scheme are 1-1 with the domain points. Suppose we have a 2D database; if we see a response $r$ corresponding to four search tokens, then the queried range must be of size 4. Moreover, $r$ can either correspond to a range of size $2 \times 2$, $4 \times 1$, or $1 \times 4$. If two ranges of size 4 have three overlapping search tokens, then both ranges must be of dimension $4 \times 1$ (or $1 \times 4$), because a $2 \times 2$ range cannot intersect any size 4 range in 3 domain points.

RANGE-BRC AND RANGE-URC SCHEMES. Each time the client makes a query of size $R$, the adversary observes $O(\log^d R)$ distinct search tokens, each token corresponding to a canonical range. The relationship between these tokens is determined by the range covering technique used. For any given range query, URC requires at least as many search tokens as BRC. For example, a range of size $2 \times 1$ under URC always results in two search tokens. Under BRC, the range may result in either one or two search tokens. This choice reveals some information about the location of the range. Specifically, if only one search token is issued, the requested range must be a canonical range. Furthermore, canonical ranges corresponding to domain points in the inner part of the domain correspond to more queries than canonical ranges at the perimeter of the domain. A similar observation was leveraged in the attack of [20]. We conjecture that similar techniques may be applied to $URC/BRC$ schemes.

QUAD-BRC SCHEME. The quadtree has fewer nodes than the range tree and uses less storage. A larger number of search tokens is required for each range, leaking slightly more co-occurrence information. However, the leakage is similar and we consider Quad-BRC of similar security as Range-BRC and Range-URC.

SRC SCHEMES. For the Tdag-SRC and Qdag-SRC schemes, only a single search token is sent to the server at query time. Thus they do not leak the co-occurrence of search tokens. These two schemes also allow for false positives, which make reconstruction more difficult. In fact, false positives have been introduced as a mitigation technique (e.g. [26, 51]). Note that each canonical range corresponds to a certain number of possible queries. Thus, a persistent adversary could observe a number of search tokens and exploit the frequency with which a token is observed along with knowledge of the underlying DAG structure and then try to guess the token’s corresponding node. Nevertheless, we support the claim by Demertzis et al. [14] that SRC schemes are the most secure.

LEAKAGE ABUSE ATTACKS. We believe that it is possible to achieve (possibly partial) database reconstruction under the Linear scheme after observing a small number of queries, since the queries leak local information. For the tree-based BRC/URC schemes, we believe that a reconstruction attack would need more queries in order to infer the tree structure, since the leakage is less local. Finally for the SRC schemes, we believe that an attack would require a significantly larger amount of observed queries, accompanied by auxiliary information. This is due to the fact that SRC does not leak co-occurrences. It would be interesting to characterize the set of databases that produce equivalent leakage and develop attacks to better understand structure pattern.

6 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we experimentally evaluate the performance of our schemes using the following real-world datasets (Figure 5):

- **Gowalla** [12]: A 4D dataset consisting of 6,442,892 latitude-longitude points of check-ins from users of the Gowalla social networking website between 2009 and 2010, a dataset used in the experiments by Demertzis et al. [14].
- **Spitz** [62]: A 2D dataset of 28,837 latitude-longitude points of phone location data of politician Malte Spitz from Aug 2009 to Feb 2010 and previously used in prior attack work [20, 43, 49].
- **Cali** [47]: A 2D dataset of 21,047 latitude-longitude points of road network intersections in California, also used in [49].
- **NH** [63]: A 3D dataset comprised of 496 elevation points on domain $[2^{6}] \times [2^{6}] \times [2^{6}]$ sampled from the United States Geological Survey’s Elevation Data from the White Mountains of New Hampshire. We change the domain size by keeping exactly one aggregated elevation value per latitude and longitude value.

![Image](image-url)  
**Figure 5:** (Left) Spitz, (Middle) Gowalla, and (Right) Cali datasets on domain $2^{10} \times 2^{10}$. The color map (and relative size of the markers) indicate the number of records (in thousands) on each domain point.
We conjecture that construction time decreases since less time is
needed to traverse the trees. The last row of Figure 8 shows the query time for Spitz, NH, and Gowalla. The storage size grows with the number of database records and the domain size consistently with the asymptotic space of the schemes. The construction time also grows with the number of database records and domain size consistently with the asymptotic complexity, with the exception of the NH dataset, where large constant factors in the Qdag-SRC scheme appear to dominate the logarithmic factors of the range-based schemes for the given domain sizes. As expected, Linear has the best storage size and construction time, however, its query complexity can be prohibitive. Schemes based on the quadtree and QDAG have better storage size and construction time (with the exception for the NH dataset) than the schemes based on the range tree and TDAG. Quad-BRC requires the most nodes (with the exception of the Linear scheme) and thus its index requires less time and storage. Qdag-SRC requires a constant factor more nodes than Quad-BRC and thus requires a bit more time and storage for the index to be built. Range-BRC and Range-URC follow similarly. Finally, TDAG requires the most time and storage with a constant factor more nodes than the range tree.

The last row of Figure 8 shows the query time for Spitz and NH, which depends on the size of range covers and the number of records that are returned. The reported query time is the sum of the time to execute methods Query, Eval, and Result (Figure 1) averaged over queries of similar size sampled uniformly at random. For all datasets, the BRC schemes require more query time as the requested range size increases. Qdag-SRC and TDAG-SRC return the whole database for ranges larger than 20% and 40% of the domain respectively.
Both in theory and practice the Linear scheme offers optimal storage complexity, however, its high query complexity makes its use prohibitive. The two SRC schemes offer the best security at the expense of higher query times (due to false positives) than the BRC schemes. Tdag-SRC and Qdag-SRC exhibit a constant factor storage overhead over the Range-BRC and Quad-BRC schemes, respectively, despite having the same asymptotic storage size.

In comparing the two BRC schemes, which have similar security, Quad-BRC uses less storage (asymptotically and experimentally) than Range-BRC. The worst-case query time for Quad-BRC, \(O(m^{-2d} + r)\) is asymptotically higher than that of Range-BRC, \(O(\log^d R + r)\). However, in our experiments on randomly generated queries, Quad-BRC and Range-BRC exhibit similar query performance on Gowalla. Instead, on the Spitz and especially the NH dataset, Quad-BRC has considerably worse query performance than Range-BRC, which is explained by the following analysis.

The ratio \(n/m\) of the number of records, \(n\), to the domain size, \(m\), noticeably affects query time, and this ratio varies greatly across the datasets we tested. It is 0.95 for Gowalla, 0.0275 for Spitz, and 0.0156 for NH. Generally, for a large ratio, query time is dominated by retrieving and decrypting the records, whereas for a small ratio, it is dominated by generating the tokenset and the number of server accesses (especially for Quad-BRC). This phenomenon is evident in Figures 8 (Spitz and NH with small ratio) and 9 (Gowalla with a larger ratio). For Spitz, Quad-BRC has query time similar to the SRC schemes at query size 70% despite not returning false positives. Also, it is the slowest for larger query sizes. For NH, which has the smallest ratio, the slower query performance of Quad-BRC is even more pronounced: any queries of size greater than 10% take longer to generate the tokenset and perform the corresponding server accesses than to return the whole database with one server access. For Gowalla, generating the tokenset takes less than a second, whereas retrieving and decrypting the records takes about 15 seconds for query size 10%. This phenomenon is not unique to the schemes we developed, but a challenge also faced by plaintext data structures. When the ratio \(n/m\) is smaller than some threshold, alternative methods should be used.

7 CONCLUSION

We introduce a framework for designing schemes that support range queries over encrypted data in multiple dimensions and describe how to turn a broad class of DAG-based spatial range search data structures into parallelizable encrypted databases that support range queries. We demonstrate the effectiveness of this framework by developing six schemes that offer trade-offs for space-complexity, query bandwidth, response size, and leakage to suit the needs of a wide variety of applications. Several aspects of our work are novel extensions of 1D schemes in prior work: We introduce a new scheme based on the quadtree and we also introduce a new data structure to reduce the bandwidth of Quad-BRC to \(O(1)\) while maintaining the same storage complexity. We adapt URC and BRC to work on the structure of the multi-dimensional range tree, while preserving their properties in 1D. The strength of our schemes lies in the fact that they are rooted in classic data structures which are efficient, flexible, and easy to implement.